PRELIMINARY NOTE ON YOGA	IS
circulates through the body* This Kania-bija is also styled
SvayamblnJL-lihga, the phallic symbol of the Self-created Being1
Siva (SS. V. 57-62).
 11.	SCN. 9-12 has a very similar account: it adds that
around the yoni there "blows a red wind called Kandarpa (the
same as Kama, Love); in the yom is the Svayambhu-linga,
having* the hue of molten gold, and facing* downwards ; above
this is KundalinI, who is like a lotus-fibre and lightning, and
covers with her face the orifice of Susumna.    It also states
that in the midst of Kundalini is Paramd Ka-ld or Paramexvan,
or Makaprakrli) the super-subtile principle of Bliss which, is
like lightning, and illuminates the universe (SCN. 13).
 12.	The yoni and the ling a upon it are known as the Kula,
or Home, the site of the Power of Phenomenal Being :  we
shall return to this anon (§ 19).
 13.	A little distance above Multtdhara, at the base of the
penis, is the second circle, Svadhisthdna, conceived as a red
lotus with six petals (SS. V. 75 if.).    It represents Varuna,
and is the seat of Visnu (SCN. 15 ff.).
 14.	The third circle is Manipura* a golden lotus of ten
petals by the navel (SS. V. 79 ff.).    SCN. holds that it is
blue, and that it represents Agni, and that Rudra dwells on
the inverted triangle (yoni) at its centre (SCN. 20 if.).
 15.	The fourth circle is AndJtata^ a red lotus of twelve petals
situate in the heart; in it is a flame styled Bana-linga (SS.
V. 83 ff.).     It represents  Vayu or Wind;   in  the  double
triangle within it dwells Isana; in the middle of this double
triangle is a yoni or triangle known as Trikona Sakti, within
which is the golden Bana-linga, on the head of which is a
lotus of eight petals, the seat of Laksmi (SCN. 23 if.).
 16.	In  this lotus dwells the Prdna  or  breath  of life.,1
together with the vdsanda or influences of former works upon
the soul, the karma thereof, and its aJtamkdra or principle of
egoity (SS. III. 1-8).
1 Besides Prdna or outward "breath Yoga recognizes also Apdna,
breath going downwards in the anus; Samdna, in the navel; Ucldna
in the throat; Vyana, circulating through the body, besides some
others: SS. III. 1-8, GMfaMa-scmUta, V. 60 ff. &c.

